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a b s t r a c t
This paper shows that program algebra (PGA) [J.A. Bergstra, M.E. Loots, Program algebra for
sequential code, J. Logic Algebraic Programm. 51 (2002) 125–156] offers a mathematical
and systematic framework for reasoning about correctness and equivalence of algorithms
and transformation rules for goto removal. We study correctness and equivalence for the
algorithm proposed by Cooper for goto elimination with additional boolean variables. To
remove goto statements without the use of additional variables, we propose a technique to
get rid of head-to-head crossings and subsequently employ the results of Peterson et al. and
Ramshaw. Finally, we provide formal correctness proofs in the setting of PGA for industrial
transformation rules given recently by Veerman for restructuring Cobol programs in real-
life applications.Wehereby show that PGA can explain goto eliminationwithmathematical
rigor to a larger public.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [8], Bergstra and Loots introduced program algebra (PGA) as an algebraic framework for the study of sequential
programming. Their purpose is to provide a program notation that is closer to real programming languages than the well-
known models such as register machines, multistack machines and Turing machines (see e.g. [27]) [5]. The concept of a
computer program in PGA does not depend on any notion of abstract or concrete datatype except the two boolean values.
A PGA program (or expression) is defined as a sequence of instructions that are considered as requests to the execution
environment. After the execution of an instruction, the execution environment will return a boolean value. The semantics of
a program in PGA is defined as a thread in a different setting called thread algebra [10]. The virtue of PGA is that it is simple
and easily memorized. A steady development of the core theory of PGA has been taking shape, and has achieved a number
of results [42,6,15,9,11]. This paper discusses the topic of goto removal [24] in PGA.
Although goto removal has been studied for several decades, it is still important because of maintenance and
redevelopment of legacy software systems. These systems have been growing and evolving over the years, to keep up with
requirements of real-life applications and technical evolution [17,28,37]. It requires a lot of time and effort for a programmer
to maintain and modify unstructured source code. Goto removal to aid the restructuring of source code is a basic step in
extracting business knowledge embedded in legacy applications [45]. Once the business logic from a legacy system has
been extracted, the system is ready for modification and integration, for instance porting to Object Cobol [23]. Another
example is the creation of web services from legacy host programs [46].
We distinguish two approaches to goto removal. The first approach considers the goto as a harmful statement [24]. It
eliminates all gotos from programs by providing additional boolean variables, or by introducing a variety of loops with
multi-level exits as studied in modern programming languages such as Java and C#. The second approach is to remove
certain types of gotos in order to restructure programs for modifiability and maintainability. This work has been studied
extensively for legacy programming languages such as Cobol [44,48]. In what follows, we will briefly introduce these two
approaches.
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Fig. 1. Goto elimination under various notions of program equivalence.
1.1. Removing all gotos
Removing all gotos is involved with various notions of equivalence (see Fig. 1).
The most basic notion of equivalence is the input–output equivalence [35]. Two programs are input–output equivalent if,
given identical inputs, they produce identical outputs. Programs with gotos are considered as flowcharts. Goto removal with
the use of additional variables is known asHarel’s folk theorem [25]which states that every flowchart is equivalent to awhile-
program with only one occurrence of a while-loop under input–output equivalence, provided that additional variables are
allowed.Many algorithms and transformation rules [18,22,39,2,20,38] including those of Böhmand Jacopini [18] and Cooper
[22] have been provided to prove this theorem. However, their correctness has not been discussed formally. Furthermore,
goto removal described in Harel’s folk theorem is treated under input–output equivalence, which is the coarsest form of
program equivalence.
Goto removal is more complex under path equivalence [3], a stronger notion of program equivalence. Two flowcharts are
path equivalent if they execute the same sequence of actions and tests. It is shown in [31,2,41,30,32] that conventional
iterative constructs are not sufficient to replace gotos under this equivalence. To overcome this issue, Peterson et al.
[41] introduce loops and multi-level exits, and show that a flowchart is path equivalent to a program written in this
extension.
In [43], Ramshaw considers a stricter notion of flow-graph equivalence. Two programs are flow-graph equivalent if their
flowcharts are the same. He uses the condition of reducibility [1] to eliminate gotos under this equivalence. In particular,
he shows that a program can be converted to another program which is free of head-to-head crossings under flow-graph
equivalence if its flowchart is reducible. Furthermore, he defines the highest standard of equivalence, structural equivalence.
Two programs are structurally equivalent if they are flow-graph equivalent and if we can convert the text of the source
into the text of the target simply by replacing some components of the source without rearranging or altering any other
statements. He then introduces two simple rules to remove all gotos and labels under structural equivalence: the Forward
Elimination Rule and the Backward Elimination Rule for programs which are free of head-to-head crossings.
The methods of both Peterson et al. and Ramshaw aim to achieve structural equivalence. Therefore, they require strong
conditions such as reducibility or being free of head-to-head crossings. In addition, the fact that path and flow-graph
equivalence are defined for flowcharts, while structural equivalence is defined for program sources, causes inhomogeneity
in reasoning about equivalences of programs. We will pick up where Peterson et al. and Ramshaw left off, i.e. we propose
a technique to get rid of head-to-head crossings for programs. Furthermore, we show that PGA provides a mathematical
and systematic framework for reasoning about correctness and equivalence of goto removal with and without the use of
additional variables.
1.2. Removing gotos for knowledge extraction
Removing all goto statements is not always a good solution inmaintenance and redevelopment of legacy systems because
the resulting programs cannot be expected to be more transparent than the original ones [24]. In [44,48], Sellink et al. and
Veerman provide a collection of transformation rules using the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [29,19], which removes only
certain gotos for restructuring programs in Cobol. These transformation rules have been shown to be very effective andwere
applied to several large industrial Cobol systems. However, no formal correctness proof for these rules is available, because
of a lack of time and the various semantics defined for Cobol [49]. In particular, the semantics of the PERFORM statement in
Cobol differs among Cobol dialects [50]. A lightweight approach to checking correctness of these transformation rules has
been proposed in [49]; but this is rather circumstantial evidence for transformation correctness than a formal proof. We
will define a restriction on Cobol that avoids the unexpected behavior as studied in [50] and discuss correctness of these
transformation rules in the setting of PGA. We also hint at an automatable method to prove correctness for most of them.
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1.3. Our contributions and outline of the paper
In this paper, we demonstrate that:
(1) Gotos can be eliminated in the setting of PGA by the use of additional boolean variables, or by introducing loops with
multi-level exits. We formulate the algorithm of Cooper [22] for goto removal using additional boolean variables in
the setting of PGA. Furthermore, we propose a technique to get rid of head-to-head crossings in order to subsequently
employ the results of Peterson et al. [41] and Ramshaw [43] for goto removal without the use of additional variables.
These are useful for the study of the program algebra itself.
(2) PGAprovides amathematical and systematic framework for reasoning about and classifying correctness and equivalence
of various standard algorithms and transformation rules in goto removal.We show that the algorithmof Cooper is correct
under behavioral equivalence with respect to additional boolean variables. This equivalence is finer than input–output
equivalence in the approaches of [18,22]. Furthermore, our algorithm for goto removal without the use of additional
variables is correct under behavioral equivalence, an analogous notion of path equivalence defined for programs in PGA.
We hereby explain goto removal withmathematical rigor.We also prove correctness for some industrial transformation
rules [48] in restructuring Cobol programs.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic concepts of PGA. Section 3 defines behavior for programs
containing gotos and structured programs. Section 4 eliminates gotos using additional variables. Section 5 eliminates gotos
without using additional variables. Section 6 discusses the correctness of the transformation rules in [48]. The paper ends
with some concluding remarks in Section 7.
2. Technical concepts
In this section we review the technical concepts of program algebra [8,14].
2.1. Program algebra (PGA)
Program algebra (PGA) [8] is an algebraic framework for the description of sequential programming languages. PGA is
generated by a set of primitive instructions and two compositions, concatenation and repetition. These primitive instructions
are basic instructions, termination, tests (positive/negative) and jumps. Let Σ be a set of basic instructions. Each basic
instruction returns a boolean value upon execution. Program expressions in PGA over Σ , denoted by PGAΣ , are generated
by a collection of primitive instructions and two composition constructs. These primitive instructions are:
Basic instruction All a ∈ Σ are basic instructions. After execution of a basic instruction, a program has to execute its
subsequent instruction.
Termination instruction The termination instruction, denoted by !, indicates termination of the program.
Positive test instruction For each a ∈ Σ , there is a positive test instruction denoted by+a. If+a is performed by a program,
then first a is executed. The state is affected according to a. In case true is returned, the subsequent instruction is
performed. In case false is returned, the next instruction is skipped and the execution continues with the following
instruction.
Negative test instruction For each a ∈ Σ , there also exists a negative test instruction denoted by −a. If −a is performed
by a program, then first a is executed. The state is affected according to a. In case false is returned, the subsequent
instruction is executed. In case true is returned, the next instruction is skipped and the execution proceeds with
the following instruction.
Forward jump instruction For any natural number k, there is an instruction #k which denotes a jump of length k. The
number k is the counter of the jump instruction.
• If k = 0, the jump is to itself (zero steps forward). In this case inaction will result.
• If k = 1, the instruction is skipped. The subsequent instruction is executed next.
• If k > 1, the execution skips the next k− 1 instructions. The instruction after that is performed.
If there is no instruction to be executed, inaction (or deadlock) will occur. We note that, in the above definition, negative
test instructions are needed for convenience. In fact, they can be replaced by positive tests and forward jump instructions.
The two composition constructs of PGA are:
Concatenation The concatenation of two programs X and Y in PGAΣ , denoted by X; Y , is also in PGAΣ .
Repetition The repetition of a program X in PGAΣ , denoted by Xω , is also in PGAΣ .
The unfolding of a repetition can be derived: Xω = X; Xω.
2.2. Programming languages based on program algebra
Based on PGA, more complex programming languages can be developed and studied by providing simple and general
constructions. This section introduces two variants of PGA: PGLE and PGLS. The program notation PGLE describes
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programming languages with labels and gotos while the program notation PGLS describes structured programming
languages in general.
2.2.1. PGLE as a programming language with labels and gotos
PGLE is a modification of PGA by allowing the use of labels and gotos, and omitting the jump instructions and repetition.
We recall the descriptions of labels and gotos from [8].
Label instruction For a natural number k, £k is a skip instruction that cannotmodify a state. Upon execution, this instruction
is simply passed.
Goto instruction For a natural number k, ##£k represents a jump to the leftmost occurrence of the label instruction £k in
the program. If no such instruction can be found, termination will occur.
The descriptions of the other primitive instructions in PGLE are given as in PGA (see Section 2.1). However, unlike PGA, in
the execution of a program in PGLE, if there are no instructions to be performed, termination will occur. Programs in PGLE
must satisfy the following restriction: each test instruction (positive or negative) must always be immediately followed
by a goto instruction or a termination instruction. With this condition, in PGLE one can omit repeated occurrences of label
instructions, while preserving the same behavior. Furthermore, one can simply replace a goto instruction by termination
if a label with the same number does not exist, or simply leave out a label that has no associated goto instruction. The
obtained programs are simpler. For our purpose, we provide another restriction on programs in PGLE: labels of a program
in PGLE must occur with different numbers. Furthermore, for a label instruction there must be at least one associated goto
instruction, and, conversely, for a goto instruction there must be an associated label instruction.
We note that, although PGLE allows backward gotos while PGA does not, PGLE is nomore expressive than PGA since PGA
allows repetition. The projection from PGA to PGLE and its inverse are given in [8].
Example 1. The typical program with labels and gotos in imperative programming languages
L0:
statement1;
IF condition1 THEN GO L0 END IF;
EXIT;
statement2
can be formulated in PGLE as follows
£0; statement1;+condition1;##£0; !; statement2.
Note that, for simplicity, we consider only removing gotos for PGLE. Extensions of a PGLE program with IF-THEN-ELSE-END
IF and WHILE-ENDWHILE statements can be transformed into PGLE.
2.2.2. PGLS as a structured programming language
PGLS is obtained from PGLE by adding conditional statements and while-loops, and leaving out termination, labels and
gotos. A conditional statement in PGLE consists of the three following instructions, corresponding to the three parts IF-THEN,
ELSE, and END IF.
Conditional instruction For each basic instruction a ∈ Σ the instructions+a{n and−a{n initiate the text of a conditional
statement. The number n is the position of the corresponding separator.
Then/else separator The instruction }n{ connects two sections that are enclosed in braces. The number n is the position of
the corresponding end brace.
End brace The instruction } serves as the closing brace of a conditional statement.
Similarly, a while-loop statement can be defined with the following instructions corresponding to WHILE and ENDWHILE,
or LOOP and END LOOP.
Positive/negative while-loop header For an action a ∈ Σ the instruction+a{∗n and−a{∗n initiate the text of a while-loop.
The number n is the position of the corresponding closing brace in the while-loop.
Unconditional while-loop header The instruction {∗ initiates the text of an unconditional while-loop, i.e, a while-loop in
which the loop condition is always true.
End of while-loop The instruction ∗}n serves as a closing brace of a while-loop in connection with its opening brace
containing in a while-loop header at position n.
We note that the annotations, n, of these instructions can be left out if we do not want to emphasize the positions of their
relative instructions in a conditional statement or a while-loop. Furthermore, a separator is considered as an opening brace
or a closing brace in connection with its end brace or conditional instruction in a conditional statement.
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Example 2. Conditional and while-loop statements of the form
IF condition1 THEN statement1 ELSE statement2 END IF;
WHILE condition2 DO statement3 END WHILE;
are transformed into PGLS as
+condition1{; statement1; }{; statement2; };
+condition2{∗; statement3; ∗}.
Definition 3. A PGLS program X = u1; . . . ; uk iswell-formed if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between opening braces and closing braces in X . If (n,m) is the pair of positions
of an opening brace and its corresponding closing brace then n < m.
(2) If (ni,mi) and (nj,mj) are pairs of positions of an opening brace and its corresponding closing brace such that ni < nj,
then eithermi < nj or ni < nj < mj < mi.
Example 4. The program X = +a{3;+b{3; }4{; } is not well-formed since there are two opening braces+a{3 and+b{3 for
the separator }4{.
2.3. Basic thread algebra (BTA)
The behaviors of programs in PGA and its generated programming languages can be defined in basic thread algebra (BTA)
[8,12], an algebraic theory about the semantics of sequential programming languages. We note that basic thread algebra
was introduced as basic polarized process algebra (BPPA) in [8].
2.3.1. Primitives of BTA
The basic instructions inΣ are called actions.
Definition 5. Let BTAΣ be the set of finite threads overΣ . It is generated inductively by the following operators:
• Termination: S ∈ BTAΣ .• Inactive behavior: D ∈ BTAΣ .• Postconditional composition: (−) a  (−)with a ∈ Σ . The thread P  a Q with P,Q ∈ BTAΣ first performs a and
then proceeds with P if true was produced and with Q otherwise. In case P = Q , we abbreviate this thread by the action
prefix operator: a ◦ (−). In particular, a ◦ P = P  a  P .
We note that the inactive behaviorD represents, for instance, the behavior of an infinite loop containing no basic instructions
or tests. Furthermore, two operational semantics for BTA can be found in [12,51].
In [51], a denotational semantics [4] for BTA is given, where an infinite thread is modeled as a projective sequence of its
finite approximations. These approximations model the execution of the thread at every n-th step.
Definition 6. For every n ∈ N, the approximation operator pin : BTAΣ → BTAΣ is defined inductively by
pi0(P) =D,
pin+1(S) = S,
pin+1(D) =D,
pin+1(P  a  Q )=pin(P)  a  pin(Q ).
A projective sequence is a sequence (Pn)n∈N such that for each n ∈ N, pin(Pn+1) = Pn.
We say that two (finite or infinite) threads are equal if for each n ∈ N, their n-th approximations are equal. Let BTA∞Σ be the
set of all (finite and infinite) threads. Regular threads in BTA∞Σ are well-defined (see [51]) and are given as follows.
Definition 7. A thread P is regular overΣ if P = E1, where E1 is defined by a finite system of the form (n ≥ 1):
{Ei = ti|1 ≤ i ≤ n, ti = S or ti = D or ti = Eil  ai  Eir}
with Eil, Eir ∈ {E1, . . . , En} and ai ∈ Σ .
The finite system in the previous definition is called a guarded recursive specification.
Theorem 8. A guarded recursive specification determines a unique thread.
Proof. See [51]. 
2.4. Assigning a thread in BTA to a program in PGA
This section assigns a regular thread in BTA to a program in PGA by means of behavior extraction equations. This suggests
the notions of behavioral equivalence for programs and program algebra transformations that map programs of two different
programming languages while preserving behavioral equivalence.
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2.4.1. Behavior extraction equations
Program behaviors in PGA are given by means of an operator called the behavior extraction operator | − | and behavior
extraction equations.
Definition 9. For a finite program X that does not contain repetition, its behavior is given by |X | = |X; (#0)ω|.
Definition 10. The behavior |X | of an (infinite) program X is determined recursively by the behavior extraction equations
below:
|!; X | = S,
|a; X | = a ◦ |X |,
| + a; u; X | = |u; X |  a  |X |,
| − a; u; X | = |X |  a  |u; X |,
|#0; X | =D,
|#1; X | = |X |,
|#k+ 2; u; X | = |#k+ 1; X |.
By means of these equations, successive steps of the behavior of a program can be obtained. In case a program has a non-
trivial loop in which no action occurs, its behavior will be identified with D. Phrased differently: if for a behavior |X | the
behavior extraction equations fail to prove |X | = S or pi1(|X |) = a ◦ D for some a ∈ Σ , then |X | = D.
It is shown in [16] that every program in PGA can be specified by a regular thread in BTA, and vice versa.
2.4.2. Behavioral equivalence
Behavioral equivalence classifies programs whose behaviors are the same. This program equivalence resembles path
equivalence [3] defined for flowcharts.
Definition 11. Programs X and Y are behaviorally equivalent if |X | = |Y |.
We note that one can provide similar notions of flow-graph and structural equivalence for programs in the setting of PGA
(see Section 1.1).
2.4.3. Program algebra transformation
A program in a programming language can be transformed into one in another programming language. This
transformation is correct if the resulting program does not lose its behavior.
Definition 12. A transformation is a mapping ϕ from a programming language L1 to another programming language L2.
This transformation ϕ is correct if for every X ∈ L1, |X |L1 = |ϕ(X)|L2 where | − |L is an assignment of behaviors to elements
of L. This transformation is called a projection if L2 ⊆ L1, and an embedding if L1 ⊆ L2.
We can write |X | instead of |X |L if L is fixed.
3. Behaviors for programs in PGLE and PGLS
The behavior extraction equations given in Definition 10 for programs in PGA enable single pass execution (each
instruction in a PGA program can be dropped after having been processed). They, however, cannot be adapted to programs
in PGLE and PGLS because of the complex semantics of labels, gotos, conditional instructions and while-loops. Thus,
to determine behaviors for programs in PGLE and PGLS, we define behavior extraction equations based on positions of
instructions of programs. Once these behaviors are given, we show that any flowchart can be represented by a PGLE program
and vice versa. Furthermore, they can be combined with additional boolean variables.
3.1. Behavior extraction equations for labels and gotos
This section presents behavior extraction equations at each position of a program in PGLE. The behavior of this program
is determined by the behavior starting at the first position of the program.
Definition 13. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLE. The behavior |X | of X is defined by |X | = |1, X |, where
|i, X | =

S if ui =! or i /∈ [1..k],
a ◦ |i+ 1, X | if ui = a,
|i+ 1, X |  a  |i+ 2, X | if uσ = +a,
|i+ 2, X |  a  |i+ 1, X | if uσ = −a,
|i+ 1, X | if ui = £j,
|l, X | if ui = ##£j, ul = £j.
The inactive behavior D will occur if the computation produces no result, i.e., if |i, X | 6= S and there do not exist n,m ∈ N
such that |i, X | = |n, X |  a  |m, X | for some a ∈ Σ , then |i, X | = D.
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We note that, by this definition, one can prove that, the transformation from PGLE to PGA defined in [8] is correct.
Example 14. Consider the following program Prog, taken from [14]:
Prog ::=
L0:
IF br.eq(T) THEN GO L1;
GO L2;
L1:
br.set(F);
Console.println(hello);
GO L0;
L2:
br.set(T);
Console.println(goodbye);
GO L0.
Note that, ::=means ‘‘is defined as’’. The program Prog can be formulated in PGLE as follows:
Prog = £0;+br.eq(T);##£1;##£2;
£1; br.set(F);Console.println(hello);##£0;
£2; br.set(T);Console.println(goodbye);##£0.
By applying behavior extraction equations, the behavior |Prog| of Prog can be determined by
|Prog| =Q  br.eq(T)  R,
Q = br.set(F) ◦ Console.println(hello) ◦ |Prog|,
R = br.set(T) ◦ Console.println(goodbye) ◦ |Prog|.
3.2. Behavior extraction equations for conditional statements and while-loops
This section defines behaviors for programs in the structured program notation PGLS. Like in Definition 13, the behavior
of a PGLS program is computed based on behavior extraction equations at each position of the program.
Definition 15. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a PGLS program. The behavior extraction equations for conditional statements and
while-loops are defined as follows.
|i, X | =

|i+ 1, X |  a  |n+ 1, X | if ui = +a{n,
|n+ 1, X |  a  |i+ 1, X | if ui = −a{n,
|n+ 1, X | if ui =}n{,
|i+ 1, X | if ui =},
|i+ 1, X |  a  |n+ 1, X | if ui = +a{∗n,
|n+ 1, X |  a  |i+ 1, X | if ui = −a{∗n,
|i+ 1, X | if ui = {∗,
|n, X | if ui = ∗}n.
It is shown in [8] that the structured program notation PGLS is strictly weaker than PGLE, i.e. there exists a PGLE program
that cannot be transformed into PGLS with the same behavior. This agrees with the ‘‘well-known’’ result of [31,2,41,30,32]
thatwe cannot replace goto statementswith the use of conditional statements andwhile-loopswithout additional variables.
Definitions 13 and 15 suggest the notions of reached, reachable, live and dead positions of a program as follows.
Definition 16. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program, and i, j two positions in X (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k).
(1) Position j is reached from position i (or instruction uj is reached from instruction ui), denoted by i → j, if j occurs in the
right-hand side of a behavior extraction equation defined for X at position i.
(2) Position j is reachable from position i (or instruction uj is reachable from instruction ui), if there is a path i = i0 → i1 →
· · · → in = j of zero or more steps from i to j.
(3) ui is live if i is reachable from 1, otherwise it is dead.
Example 17. Consider the program given in Example 1. Then the instructions ##£0 and ! are reached from the instruction
+condition1. Furthermore, the instruction statement2 is dead, while the other instructions are live.
3.3. Representing flowcharts in PGLE
Flowcharts as illustrated in Fig. 2 are used to represent programs when dealing with goto removal in the literature.
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Fig. 2. Example of a flowchart.
Definition 18. A flowchart is a finite binary directed graphwhich has a starting node, labeled by↓. Itmay have a successful
termination node S and an unsuccessful termination node D. If a node is not a termination node then either it represents
an action, and has exactly one outgoing branch, or it represents a test, and has exactly two outgoing branches (negated and
unnegated), labeled by− and+, respectively.
Given a flowchart F , a PGLE program X representing F can be defined as follows.
X = ψ(£1); . . . ;ψ(£k),
where £1, . . . , £k are labels of the nodes in F , and £1 is the label of the starting node. Let £i be the label of a node s in F . Then
ψ(£i) is given as follows.
• If s is the successful termination node S, then ψ(£i) = £i; !.
• If s is the unsuccessful termination node D, then ψ(£i) = £i;##£i.
• If s is a test node a that has two outgoing branches labeled by+ and− to s1 labeled by £j, and s2 labeled by £l, respectively,
then ψ(£i) = £i;+a;##£j;##£l.
• Otherwise, s represents an action a. It has only one outgoing branch to node s′ labeled by £j. Then ψ(£i) = £i; a;##£j.
Example 19. The flowchart given in Fig. 2 can be represented in PGLE by
X = £1;+a;##£2;##£3;
£2;+b;##£4;##£3;
£3;+c;##£1;##£2;
£4;+d;##£2;##£5;
£5; !.
Conversely, given a PGLE program X , we can produce a corresponding flowchart F as the graphical representation of |1, X |.
3.4. Combining threads with additional boolean variables
In order to eliminate gotos, some standard algorithms such as [18,39,25] introduce new boolean variables. The question
is how to combine the behavior of a program with the use of these additional boolean variables. We adapt the interaction
between threads and services of [14] to answer this question.
We assume that the value of an additional boolean variable is stored in a memory device called a boolean register [14]
that supports the program in its execution. A boolean register B has four co-actions
{set(T ), set(F), eq(T ), eq(F)}
and two states BT and BF representing the truth values T (true) and F (false). The co-actions set(b) with b ∈ {T , F} always
return true after their execution. The co-actions eq(b) return true after their execution whenever b is the current value of
the register, and false otherwise. Furthermore, the state of the register is flipped whenever it receives a ‘set co-action’ to the
opposite truth value. Initially, B = BT . We note that in [14], a function called the reply function is also given to define the
returned boolean values of the co-actions. For simplicity, we ignore the presence of this reply function in this paper.
We use the use-operator /f [14] to combine a program behavior P and a boolean register B with focus f producing a
behavior, written P/f B. This operator is to support a program X in its operation, which will express its value by executing
actions that are not processed by B. Upon termination of the execution of X , B is forgotten and so is the state it is in. For a
basic action a of a program behavior that does not have a focus, we assume that a = .awhere  is the empty focus.
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Definition 20. The semantic equations for the use-operator that combines program behaviors and boolean registers are
defined as follows.
S/f B = S
D/f B =D
(P  g.a  Q )/f B = P/f B  g.a  Q/f B if g 6= f
(P  f .set(T )  Q )/f B= P/f BT
(P  f .set(F)  Q )/f B= P/f BF
(P  f .eq(b)  Q )/f B = P/f B if B = Bb
(P  f .eq(b)  Q )/f B =Q/f B if B 6= Bb
(P  f .c  Q )/f B =D
where b ∈ {T , F} and c /∈ {set(T ), set(F), eq(T ), eq(F)}.
We note that an operation semantics for the use-operator can be found in [13].
Lemma 21. Let B1 and B2 be boolean registers with foci f1 and f2 (f1 6= f2), respectively. Let P be a program behavior. Then
P/f1B1/f2B2 = P/f2B2/f1B1.
Proof. See [14]. 
Example 22. Consider the program behavior |Prog| and the boolean register Bwith focus br in Example 14.
|Prog| =Q  br.eq(T)  R,
Q = br.set(F) ◦ Console.println(hello) ◦ |Prog|,
R = br.set(T) ◦ Console.println(goodbye) ◦ |Prog|.
The interaction between |Prog| and B produces the behavior |Prog|/brB abbreviated by PB. It can be derived that
PB = Console.println(hello) ◦ Console.println(goodbye) ◦ PB.
3.5. Behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables
Definition 20 suggests a kind of program equivalence called behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables that
classifies programswhose behaviors in combinationwith additional variables are the same. This equivalence is coarser than
behavioral equivalence, but finer than input–output equivalence of [18,39,25].
Definition 23. Programs X and Y are behaviorally equivalent with respect to additional variables if there are boolean
registers B1, . . . , Bn and foci f1, . . . , fn such that
|X |/f1B1 . . . /fnBn = |Y |/f1B1 . . . /fnBn.
4. Eliminating gotos using additional variables
As mentioned earlier, many algorithms and transformation rules [18,22,39,2,20,38] have been proposed to prove Harel’s
folk theorem [25] which states that every flowchart is equivalent to a while-program with only one occurrence of a while-
loop under input–output equivalence, provided that additional variables are allowed. However, the correctness proofs
of these algorithms and transformation rules have not been discussed formally. Furthermore, they are treated under
the coarsest equivalence, namely input–output equivalence. In this section, we show that PGA provides a mathematical
framework for reasoning about the correctness of Harel’s folk theorem under a finer equivalence: behavioral equivalence
with respect to additional variables. In particular, we formulate the algorithm of Cooper [22] by transforming a program in
PGLE (instead of flowcharts) into a structured program in PGLS, and show its correctness under behavioral equivalence with
respect to additional variables.
4.1. The algorithm
The algorithm of [22] for transforming a program X with labels and gotos to a structured program using additional
variablesworks as follows. Thewhole programX is putwithin awhile-loopwhich executes one code fragment belonging to a
label each time around the loop. Assume thatX contains n labels, wewill need n+1 boolean variables for this transformation.
The first variable is to handle the conditional of the while-loop. Whenever X terminates, the value of this variable is set to
true. The control of the structured program then exits from the while-loop. The other n boolean variables correspond to the
n labels in X . Upon the execution of a fragment, the value of the associated variable to the next label is set to true. The control
then returns to the beginning of the while-loop.
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Fig. 3. Example of goto elimination with additional variables.
Fig. 4. Goto elimination using additional variables.
Example 24. Consider the program ProgA containing labels and gotos written in a syntactic sugared version of PGLE with
modern programming features to enhance readability in the left-hand side of Fig. 3. ProgA has three labels, and therefore, in
order to eliminate all gotos of ProgA, we need four additional boolean variables. Program ProgA is transformed into program
ProgB containing one while-loop in the right-hand side of the figure.
We now assume that the value of an additional boolean variable is stored in a boolean register. We will show that
the algorithm above is correct under behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables by formulating it as the
transformation Gte_using_variables from PGLE to PGLS. This is the composition of three transformations: Refinement,
Add_implicit_gotos and Provide_additional_variables, illustrated in Fig. 4. The transformation Refinement refines the
program by removing all redundant labels and dead instructions, while Add_implicit_gotos adds implicit gotos to the
program. These two pre-processing transformations are to reduce the target code. In the following sections, wewill formally
define and prove the correctness of these three transformations.
4.2. Removing redundant labels and dead instructions
This section refines programs in PGLE by removing redundant labels and dead instructions. The obtained programming
language is denoted by PGLEr. Here a redundant label is a label that precedes another label or another goto with a different
number. The projection Refinement from PGLE to PGLEr works as follows. For each program X in PGLE, we perform the
following repeatedly, until there is no redundant label in the program: For a label instruction ui = £l such that ui+1 = £l′ or
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Fig. 5. Example of removing redundant labels and dead instructions.
Fig. 6. Example of adding implicit gotos.
ui+1 = ##£l′ with l 6= l′, we replace £l and all goto instructions ##£l with the instruction ##£l′. We then remove all dead
instructions.
Example 25. Consider the program Prog in the left-hand side of Fig. 5. Then Prog can be refined into ProgR in the right-hand
side by removing L4 and statement2.
Proposition 26. The projection Refinement from PGLE to PGLEr is correct.
Proof. See the Supplementary data. 
Since the transformation Refinement simply removes certain instructions without altering other instructions, it preserves
structural equivalence (see Section 1.1).
4.3. Adding implicit gotos
The preprocessing Add_implicit_gotos adds goto statements that are considered implicit into a PGLEr program. Here an
implicit goto is a goto to the next instruction (which is the associated label instruction). Furthermore, if the last instruction
of the program is neither a goto nor a termination instruction, then the program is ended with an extra termination
instruction. The resulting program notation is called PGLE+. The implicit gotos are needed for defining the transformation
Provide_additional_variables in Section 4.4. This may seem strange if onewants to reduce the number of gotos. However,
these implicit gotos will be eliminated.
Example 27. Consider the program ProgR in the left-hand side of Fig. 6. This program can be transformed to the program
ProgA (in the right-hand side) by adding an implicit goto immediately before label L1.
Definition 28. The projection from PGLEr to PGLE+ is defined by:
Add_implicit_gotos(u1; . . . ; uk) = ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk)
where
ψi(£l)=##£l; £l if i = 1 or ui−1 = a or ui−2 = ±a,
ψk(u) = u; ! if uk 6= ##£l or uk 6= !,
ψi(u) = u otherwise.
Proposition 29. The projection Add_implicit_gotos from PGLEr to PGLE+ is correct.
Proof. See the Supplementary data. 
We note that the projection Add_implicit_gotos indeed preserves structural equivalence, since it does not rearrange any
instructions of the programs.
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4.4. Goto elimination by providing additional variables
This section defines a transformation of a program X from PGLE+ to PGLS, working like the algorithm described in
Section 4.1. Assuming thatX containsn labels,weusen+1boolean registers B0, . . . , Bn, and n+1 foci x0, . . . , xn representing
n+ 1 additional variables. The transformation from PGLE+ to PGLS is described below.
Definition 30. Let X be a program in PGLE+. Without loss of generality (Wlog) we assume that
X = u0,1; . . . ; u0,k0;
£1; u1,1; . . . ; u1,k1;
...
£n; un,1; . . . ; un,kn
where ui,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j < ki are neither label nor goto instructions, and ui,ki are either termination or goto
instructions. Let B0, . . . , Bn be boolean registers with foci x0, . . . , xn. The transformation Provide_additional_variables
from PGLE+ to PGLS is defined as follows:
Provide_additional_variables(X) =
x0.set(F); x1.set(F); . . . ; xn.set(F);ψ0,1(u0,1);
−x0.eq(T ){∗;Φ1; ∗}
where
Φi =+xi.eq(T ){; xi.set(F);ψi,1(ui,1); }{;Φi+1; }; for i < n,
Φn=+xn.eq(T ){; xn.set(F);ψn,1(un,1); }{; };
and where
ψi,j(!) = x0.set(T ),
ψi,j(a) = a;ψi,j+1(ui,j+1),
ψi,j(±a) =±a{;ψi,j+1(ui,j+1); }{;ψi,j+2(ui,j+2); },
ψi,j(##£l)= xl.set(T ).
In the following theorem, we show that the transformation
Provide_additional_variables from PGLE+ to PGLS preserves behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables.
Theorem 31. Let X be a program in PGLE+. Then
|Provide_additional_variables(X)|/x0B0/x1B1 . . . /xnBn = |X |.
Proof. Let P = |X |. It can be derived that P = P0,1, where Pi,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ ki) are the behaviors of program X at
instructions ui,j, determined by the following system:
Pi,j =

S if ui,j =!,
a ◦ Pi,j+1 if ui,j = a,
Pi,j+1  a  Pi,j+2 if ui,j = +a,
Pi,j+2  a  Pi,j+1 if ui,j = −a,
Pi,1 if j = 0,
Pl,1 if ui,j = ##£l.
Now let Q = |Provide_additional_variables(X)|. By Definition 15,
Q = x0.set(F) ◦ x1.set(F) ◦ · · · ◦ xn.set(F) ◦M0,1,
M = S  x0.eq(T ) M1,0
whereMi,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ ki) are the behaviors of program Y at instructions ψi,j(ui,j):
Mi,j =

x0.set(T ) ◦M if ui,j =!,
a ◦Mi,j+1 if ui,j = a,
Mi,j+1  a Mi,j+2 if ui,j = +a,
Mi,j+2  a Mi,j+1 if ui,j = −a,
(xi.set(F) ◦Mi,1)  xi.eq(T ) Mi+1,0 if j = 0,
xl.set(T ) ◦M if ui,j = ##£l.
Let Qi,j = x0.set(F)◦ x1.set(F)◦ · · · ◦ xn.set(F)◦Mi,j/x0B0/x1B1 . . . /xnBn. Then Q/x0B0/x1B1 . . . /xnBn = Q0,1. It follows from
Definition 20 and Lemma 21 that
Qi,j =
{S if Pi,j = S,
D if Pi,j = D,
Qi,l  a  Qi,r if Pi,j = Pi,l  a  Pi,r .
with j, l, r ∈ [1..ki]. It follows from Theorem 8 that Qi,j = Pi,j for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j ≤ ki. Therefore
|Provide_additional_variables(X)|/x0B0/x1B1 . . . /xnBn = Q0,1 = P0,1 = |X |. 
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Fig. 7. Goto elimination with replicated code.
4.5. Summary
We have shown the correctness and equivalence of the transformations Refinement, Add_implicit_gotos and
Provide_additional_variables. This implies that goto statements can be eliminated in the setting of PGA using additional
boolean variables under behavioral equivalence with respect to these variables, a finer equivalence than input–output
equivalence of [18,25]. We hereby have shown that the algorithm of Cooper for Harel’s folk theorem is correct under
behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables.
5. Eliminating gotos with replicated code
In this section, we consider goto removal without the use of additional variables by replicating code. We intend to apply
the forward and backward elimination rules of Peterson et al. [41] andRamshaw [43] to eliminate gotos, by introducing loops
with multi-level exits into the language. Since these rules preserve structural equivalence, it is required that the program
must be free of head-to-head crossings (see Definition 46). Hence, in order to eliminate gotos without the use of additional
variables under behavioral equivalence, we perform a preprocessing that gets rid of head-to-head crossings for a program
containing labels and gotos, and subsequently employ the result of Peterson et al. and Ramshaw.
We introduce the program notation PGLM, which is a modification of PGLE, by replacing labels and gotos with loops and
multi-level exits. The first step is to refine and add implicit gotos to the program as described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.
We then reorder labels in the program in a reasonable way. Note that this step can be omitted; however, this would double
certain code fragments after getting rid of head-to-head crossings (see Example 52). We get rid of head-to-head crossings
by copying certain blocks of code in the program. In order to use the result of Peterson et al. and Ramshaw, we remove all
implicit gotos and add extra labels to the program. Finally, we apply the Elimination rules of [41,43] to remove all gotos. The
goto elimination without the use of additional variables Gte_without_variables from PGLE to PGLM is the composition of
the transformations above and is depicted in Fig. 7.
Our algorithm is illustrated by two examples taken from Examples 25 and 19 running throughout every step of the goto
removal: one is written in a syntactic sugared version (using modern programming features to enhance readability), and
one is written in PGLE, respectively.
5.1. The program notation PGLM with loops and multi-level exits
Loops and multi-level exits are introduced in modern programming languages such as Java to replace the use of goto
statements. In this sectionwe provide the program notation PGLM in the setting of PGAwhich is a variant of PGLE by leaving
out labels and gotos and adding loops with multi-level exits. This program notation consists of the following instructions:
Basic instruction Basic instructions are given as in PGA.
Test instruction Test instructions consist of positive tests and negative tests given as in PGA. Each test instruction must be
immediately followed by an exit instruction.
Loop with multi-level exit For any natural number k, there are instructions k{, break k and k} serving as the opening brace,
the exit instruction and the closing brace of a loop labeled by k. Let n, i andm be the positions of these instructions.
Then n < i < m. The exit instruction break k represents a jump to the instruction at positionm+1 in the program.
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Example 32. A typical program with loops and multi-level exits
X::= outerloop:
LOOP
innerloop:
LOOP
IF condition THEN
break outerloop;
END IF;
END innerloop;
END outerloop;
can be formulated in PGLM as
X ::=1{; 2{;+condition; break 1; 2}; 1}.
Similar to Definition 3, we define the notion of well-formed programs in PGLM as follows.
Definition 33. A PGLM program is well-formed if it satisfies the following condition: If ni and nj are the positions of the
opening braces of two loops i and j, and mi and mj are the positions of their closing braces such that ni < nj, then either
mi < nj or ni < nj < mj < mi.
5.2. Behavior extraction equations for loops with multi-level exits
In this section, we give behavior extraction equations for the instructions of loops with multi-level exits in order to
determine the behavior of a program in PGLM.
Definition 34. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLM. The behavior extraction equations for loops withmulti-level exits
in X are given by
|i, X | =
{|i+ 1, X | if ui = k{,
|n, X | if ui = k} and un = k{,
|m+ 1, X | if ui = break k and um = k}.
Example 35. Consider the program X given in Example 32. Then its behavior can be determined as a regular thread given
below.
|X | = |1, X | = |2, X | = |3, X | = |4, X |  condition  |5, X |
= |7, X |  condition  |2, X | = S  condition  |X |.
5.3. Reordering the labels in programs
The projection Reorder on PGLE+ (see Section 4.3) is a pre-processing for goto elimination in order to get rid of head-
to-head crossings in a program. It rearranges the labels of the program respecting the dominator order while preserving
behavioral equivalence. Here the dominator order means that a label of a goto programwhich is executed earlier than some
other labels should occur leftmost in the program. This rearrangement might reduce copies of certain code fragments of a
subject program in PGLE+ when eliminating head-to-head crossings as can be seen in Example 52. Let PGLEo be the set of
the programs obtained by applying Reorder on PGLE+.
Example 36. Consider the program ProgAwritten in a syntactic sugared version of PGLE in Example 27. Then L1<L3<L2 is
a dominator order for the labels of ProgA. The program ProgA can be transformed to the program ProgO given in Fig. 8.
Definition 37 (See [47]). Let X be a program in PGLE+, and £i a label of X . A label £n (6= £i) of X dominates £i if every
path from the first instruction of X to £i goes through £n. A label £l is the immediate dominator of £i, denoted by
immediate_dominator(£i) = £l, if it dominates £i, and there does not exist another dominator £n of £i such that £l
dominates £n.
Many labels might be immediately dominated by the same label. In Fig. 9, label £l is the immediate dominator of labels £i
and £j, while label £i is the immediate dominator of label £m. We group these labels as in the following definition.
Definition 38. Let X be a program in PGLE+, and £l be a label of X . The group immediately_dominated_by(£l) is defined by
immediately_dominated_by(£l) = {£i| immediate_dominator(£i) = £l}.
Let £i and £j be two labels in immediately_dominated_by(£l). Then £i is reachable from £j through the group
immediately_dominated_by(£l) if there is a path i1 → · · · → in with ui1 , . . . , uim ∈ immediately_dominated_by(£l) such
that ui1 = £i, uin = £j. Two labels £i and £j are connected through the group immediately_dominated_by(£l) if each is
reachable from the other through this group.
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Fig. 8. Example of reordering.
Fig. 9. An example of dominating. Here £l dominates £i and £j, and £i dominates £m.
We now provide the notion of dominator orders for labels in a program.
Definition 39. Let X be a program in PGLE+. A dominator order < among the labels occurring in X is defined as follows.
For all elements £i, £j in immediately_dominated_by(£l) in X:
(1) £l < £i.
(2) If £i is reachable from £j and £j is not reachable from £i, through the group immediately_dominated_by(£l), then £i < £j.
(3) If there is no connection between £i and £j or they are connected through immediately_dominated_by(£l), then either
£i < £j or £j < £i.
(4) If £i < £j then for all £m in X such that £i dominates £m, £m < £j.
For a program X in PGLE+, there are several ways to define a dominator order among the labels of X .
Example 40. Consider the program X given in Example 19. Then £1 < £3 < £2 < £4 < £5 and £1 < £2 < £4 < £3 < £5
are two dominator orders which can be defined for the labels in X .
Definition 41. A PGLE+ program X is in dominator orderwhen the textual order of its labels is a dominator order.
Let PGLEo be the set of PGLE+ programs that are in dominator order.
Definition 42. Let X be a program in PGLE+. Wlog we assume that
X = u0,1; . . . ; u0,k0;
£1; u1,1; . . . ; u1,k1;
...
£n; un,1; . . . ; un,kn
where ui,j are not label instructions. The projection Reorder from PGLE+ to PGLEo is defined by
Reorder(X) = u0,1; . . . ; u0,k0;ψ(£i1); . . . ;ψ(£in)
where £i1 < · · · < £in is a dominator order among the labels of X , and where
ψ(£i) = £i; ui,1; . . . ; ui,ki .
Proposition 43. The projection Reorder from PGLE+ to PGLEo is correct.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Indeed, it can be derived that the projection Reorder preserves flow-graph equivalence.
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Fig. 10. A head-to-head crossing.
Example 44. Consider the program X from Example 19 and Example 40. Then we can project X into a program in PGLEo as
follows.
X= Reorder(X)=
£1;+a;##£2;##£3; £1;+a;##£2;##£3;
£2;+b;##£4;##£3; £3;+c;##£1;##£2;
£3;+c;##£1;##£2; £2;+b;##£4;##£3;
£4;+d;##£2;##£5; £4;+d;##£2;##£5;
£5;! £5;!
5.4. Getting rid of head-to-head crossings
This section defines a projection on PGLEo to get rid of head-to-head crossings, a requirement to employ the forward and
backward elimination rules of Peterson et al. and Ramshaw.
Definition 45. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLE, and ui = £l a label instruction of X . The instruction uj = ##£l of
X is a backward goto, written as bw(##£l, j) if i < j, and a forward goto, written as fw(##£l, j) otherwise. If £l is a label of
some backward goto instruction, then we write bw(£l). If it is a label of some forward goto instruction, then we write fw(£l).
We note that a label instruction of a PGLE program can be a label of both backward and forward goto instructions.
Definition 46. Let X be a program in PGLE. A backward goto instruction ui = ##£n causes a head-to-head crossing in X
(see Fig. 10), denoted by head2head(##£n, i), if there is a forward goto instruction uj = ##£m in X such that j < i′ < j′ < i,
where i′ and j′ are the positions of £n and £m, respectively.
Let PGLEf be the set of PGLE programs that are free of head-to-head crossings. To project a program in PGLEo to a program
in PGLEf, we represent the number in a label instruction in Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(X) by a pair (i,m). The number
m is the position of this label and the number i is the position of the equivalent label instruction in X to emphasize that
from these positions the two programs Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(X) and X behave identically. We denote these labels in
Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(X) as £im. Therefore, the gotos are denoted by ##£
i
m as well.
The projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings of a program X from PGLEo to PGLEf works as follows. Let Y =
Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(X). At the beginning, the program Y is similar to X , except that its labels and gotos are
represented as explained in the previous paragraph. Assume that at position n of the program, a head-to-head crossing
occurs because of a goto instruction ##£im. We then look for a label £
i
m′ with m
′ < n such that there is no head-to-head
crossing at n if we replace ##£im by ##£
i
m′ . If such a positionm
′ does not exist, we copy a part of the program X from position
i to the instruction appearing before the next label in X and replace the goto ##£im by this part. This step is performed
repeatedly until the target program is free of head-to-head crossings as described in the next definition.
Definition 47. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLEo. The projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings from PGLEo to PGLEf
is defined as follows.
Y = Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(X) = ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk).
We denote [Y ]i as the instruction at position i of Y . The auxiliary functions ψσ are given by
ψi(£l) =ψi(£ii)
ψσ (##£l) =ψσ (##£ii)where ui = £l,
ψσ (##£im)=
##£
i
m if ¬head2head(##£im, n),
##£im′ if ∃m′ < n ∧ ¬head2head(##£im′ , n),
copy(σ , i, n) otherwise,
ψσ (u) = u otherwise
where n is the position of the first instruction of ψσ (##£im). The function copy(σ , i, n) is as follows:
copy(σ , i, n) =

£in;ψσ ,i+1(ui+1); . . . ;ψσ ,i+mi(ui+mi)
if [Y ]n−1 6= ±a,
##£in+2;##£n;
£in+2;ψσ ,i+1(ui+1); . . . ;ψσ ,i+mi(ui+mi); £n
otherwise
withmi a minimal number satisfying ui+mi+1 = £l for some l.
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We note that, in the previous definition, we have a label of the form £n. This label is to mark the end of an inserted code
fragment. The projection above is illustrated by the following example.
Example 48. Consider the PGLEo program O given in Example 44. This program can be projected to a program in PGLEf as
follows.
Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(O)
= ψ1(£11);+a;ψ3(##£99);ψ4(##£55);
ψ5(£55);+c;ψ7(##£11);ψ8(##£99);
ψ9(£99);+b;ψ11(##£1313);ψ12(##£55);
ψ13(£1313);+d;ψ15(##£99);ψ16(##£1717);
ψ17(£1717); != £11;+a;##£99;##£55;
£55;+c;##£11;##£99;
£99;+b;##£1313; copy(12, 5, 12);
ψ13(£1313);+d;ψ15(##£99);ψ16(##£1717);
ψ17(£1717); != £11;+a;##£99;##£55;
£55;+c;##£11;##£99;
£99;+b;##£1313; £512;ψ12,6(+c);ψ12,7(##£11);ψ12,8(##£99);
ψ13(£1313);+d;ψ15(##£99);ψ16(##£1717);
ψ17(£1717); != £11;+a;##£99;##£55;
£55;+c;##£11;##£99;
£99;+b;##£1313; £512;+c;##£11;##£99;
£1313;+d;##£99;##£1717;
£1717; !
In what follows, we prove well-definedness and correctness for the projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings.
Lemma 49. The projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings is well-defined.
Proof. We prove that, when projecting a PGLEo program X to a program in PGLEf at position n, the function copy(σ , i, n)
terminates. Suppose there is a label £jp occurring in copy(σ , i, n). This means that, at position p, a head-to-head crossing
occurs because of some goto instruction ##£jq for some q. It follows from Definition 47 that j 6= i; otherwise we would have
replaced ##£jq by ##£
i
n (or ##£
i
n+2), which does not cause a head-to-head crossing. Since i and j are the positions of some
labels in X , the labels occurring in copy(σ , i, n) are finite, or the function copy(σ , i, n) is terminating. Thus, the projection
Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings is well-defined. 
Lemma 50. Let X be a program in PGLEo. Then Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings(X) is free of head-to-head crossings.
Proof. This follows from Definition 47 and Lemma 49. 
Theorem 51. The projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings from PGLEo to PGLEf is correct.
Proof. Let X and Y be defined as in Definition 47. We prove that |X | = |Y |. Wlog we assume that if ui = £l then l = i. Let iσ
denote the position of ψσ ,i(ui) in Y , and let P = |i, X | and Q = |iσ , Y |. We distinguish the following cases:
(1) ui =!. Then Pi = S and ψσ ,i(ui) =!. Hence, Qiσ = Pi = S.
(2) ui = ##£j. Then Pi = Pj and ψσ ,i(ui) = ##£jm for some m or ψσ ,i(ui) = copy((σ , i), j, iσ ). It follows from Definition 47
and Definition 15 that Qiσ = Qjδ for some δ.
(3) ui = a. Then Pi = a ◦ Pi+1 and ψσ ,i(ui) = a. This implies that Qiσ = a ◦ Qi+1σ ,i+1 .
(4) ui = +a. Then Pi = Pi+1  a  Pi+2. There are two subcases:
(a) ψσ ,i+1(ui+1) is an instruction. Then Qiσ = Qi+1σ ,i+1  a  Qi+2σ ,i+2 .
(b) ψσ ,i+1(ui+1) = ##£jn+2;##£n; £jn+2; . . . ; £nwith n = iσ + 1 and j some position of X . By Definition 15, we can also
get
Qiσ = Qi+1σ ,i+1  a  Qi+2σ ,i+2 .
(5) ui = −a. Then Pi = Pi+2  a  Pi+1. Similar to the previous case,
Qiσ = Qi+2σ ,i+2  a  Qi+1σ ,i+1 .
Hence, for all positions i and iσ of X and Y ,
(1) if Pi = S then Qiσ = S;
(2) if Pi = Pn then Qiσ = Qnδ for some δ;
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Fig. 11. Example of getting rid of head-to-head crossings.
(3) if Pi = Pm  a  Pn then Qiσ = Qmδ  a  Qnγ for some δ and γ
and vice versa. It follows from Theorem 8 that Pi = Qiσ for all positions i and iσ of X and Y . Therefore |X | = |1, X | = |1, Y | =|Y |. 
We note that the projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings also works on PGLE+, i.e. we can apply this projection to get rid of
head-to-head crossings even in the case that the program is not in dominator order. However, this would double certain
code fragments of the program as can be seen in the following example.
Example 52. Consider the PGLE+ program ProgA in Example 36. We can eliminate head-to-head crossings of ProgA by
applying the projection
Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings directly on ProgA as can be seen in Fig. 11. The code fragment L2;EXIT of ProgA is copied to
L4;EXIT in the resulting program ProgF. Thiswould not be necessary if we applied the projection Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings
on the reordering ProgO of ProgA which is already free of head-to-head crossings. We note that the numbers occurring in
the label and goto statements of ProgF are simplified.
5.5. Removing implicit gotos
Our programs now are free of head-to-head crossings, a condition that is sufficient to replace all labels and gotos with
loops and multi-level exits. To reduce the target code of the replacement, we remove all redundant implicit gotos of the
program. Here a redundant implicit goto is an implicit goto whose preceding instruction in the program is not a test. This
procedure is the reverse of the projection Add_implicit_gotos given in Section 4.3, and is defined on PGLE. We note that it
can happen that implicit labels which have no associated gotos will occur after removing certain implicit gotos. These labels
should also be left out. Let PGLE− be the set of the obtained programs.
The projection Remove_implicit_gotos from PGLE to PGLE− works as follows. For a program X = u1; . . . ; uk in PGLE,
we perform the following repeatedly, until there is no redundant implicit goto in the program: For an implicit goto ##£l at
position i, if i = 1 or ui−1 is not a test (ui 6= ±a), we remove ui. We then remove all implicit labels.
Proposition 53. The projection Remove_implicit_gotos from PGLE to PGLE− is correct.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Wenote that one can obtain that the projection Remove_implicit_gotos preserves structural equivalence. Let PGLEf− be the
set of PGLEf programs that are free of implicit gotos.
Example 54. Consider the program ProgO in Example 36. This program is free of head-to-head crossings, and therefore it is
in PGLEf. We can remove implicit labels and gotos of ProgO to the program ProgF as described in Fig. 12.
Example 55. Let F be the program obtained from the program in Example 48 by replacing the labels (δ, i) with concrete
natural numbers. We can remove all implicit gotos from F as follows.
F= Remove_implicit_gotos(F)=
£1;+a;##£2;##£3; £1;+a;##£2;
£3;+c;##£1;##£2; +c;##£1;
£2;+b;##£4; £2;+b;##£4;
£31;+c;##£1;##£2; +c;##£1;##£2;
£4;+d;##£2;##£5; £4;+d;##£2;
£5;! !;
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Fig. 12. Example of removing implicit gotos.
5.6. Adding extra labels
In the previous section, we have defined a projection to get rid of head-to-head crossings in a goto program. As explained
in [43], this is a sufficient condition to replace all labels and gotos in a program under structural equivalence. However, in
order to obtain Elimination rules, it is required that PGLEf− programsmust bewell-formed, meaning that a label of a PGLEf−
programmust not be a label of both forward and backward gotos. Let PGLEwf be the set of well-formed programs in PGLEf−.
This section provides a projection from PGLEf− to PGLEwf that transforms PGLEf− programs to well-formed programs in
PGLEwf by adding an extra label next to a label of both forward and backward gotos, and replacing its forward gotos with
the gotos associated with the new label. Formally:
Definition 56. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLEf−. The projection Add_extra_labels is defined as follows.
Add_extra_labels(X) = ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk)
where the auxiliary functions ψi(ui) are defined by
ψi(##£l) =##£l+ n; if fw(##£l, i) ∧ bw(£l),
ψi(£l) = £l+ n; £l; if fw(£l) ∧ bw(£l),
ψi(u) = u; otherwise
and where n = m+ 1, andm is the maximum number in the labels of X .
Proposition 57. The projection Add_extra_labels from PGLEf− to PGLEwf is correct.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Again it can be shown that the projection Add_extra_labels preserves structural equivalence.
Example 58. Consider the program F− in PGLEf− Example 55. This program is not well-formed. We project it into PGLEwf
as follows.
F−= Add_extra_labels(F−)=
£1;+a;##£2;+c;##£1; £1;+a;##£7;+c;##£1;
£2; +b;##£4;+c;##£1;##£2; £7;£2;+b;##£4;+c;##£1;##£2;
£4;+d;##£2;! £4;+d;##£2;!
5.7. Replacing labels and gotos by loops with multi-level exits
Finally, in this section, we apply the Elimination rules of [43,41] to replace all labels and gotos in a PGLEwf program by
loops with multi-level exits. The whole program is put within a loop. Whenever the program terminates, the control of the
program exits from that loop. Given a label £l of the program towhich there are only forward gotos, the Forward Elimination
rule [41] is a transformation that eliminates all gotos by replacing ##£lwith break l and £lwith break l; l}. The opening brace
l{ is inserted immediately before or after some label that precedes all the gotos ##£l. Similarly, given a label £m to which
there are only backward gotos, the Backward Elimination rule [43] replaces ##£m with breakm and £m with m′{m{. The
phrase breakm′;m};m′} is inserted immediately before or after some label that stands behind all the gotos ##£m in the
program. The application of the Elimination rules can be seen in the following example.
Example 59. Consider the program ProgF in Example 54. Then the label L1 in the program is of backward gotos, while the
label L2 is of forward gotos. We can eliminate goto statements in ProgF with the Elimination rules to the program ProgM
given in Fig. 13.
To determinewhere to insert the opening braces l{ and the phrases breakm′;m};m′}, we use the notions of lower bounds
and upper bounds of labels (see Fig. 14) in a program.
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Fig. 13. Example of applying the Elimination rules.
Fig. 14. Example of lower bounds and upper bounds.
Definition 60. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLEwf.
(1) Let ui = £l be a label to which there are only forward gotos. The position j < i of a label instruction £n is a lower bound
of £l if all positions j′ of ##£l satisfy j < j′ < i, and if, furthermore, there does not exist a label ui′ = £l′ of a forward
goto uj′ = ##£l′ and there does not exist a label ui′′ = £l′′ of a backward goto uj′′ = ##£l′′ such that j′ < j < i′ < i
and i′′ < j < j′′ < i. If there is no such position j then j = 0. We define greatest_lower_bound(£l) as the greatest lower
bound of £l.
(2) Similarly, let ui = £m be a label to which there are only backward gotos. The position j < i of a label instruction £n is an
upper bound of £l if all positions j′ of ##£l satisfy i < j′ < j, and if, furthermore, there does not exist a label ui′ = £m′
of a backward goto uj′ = ##£m′ and there does not exist a label ui′′ = £m′′ of a forward goto uj′′ = ##£m′′ such that
i < i′ < j < j′ and i < j′′ < j < i′′. If there is no such position j then j = k + 1. We define least_upper_bound(£m) as
the least upper bound of £m.
The transformation from PGLEwf to PGLM by applying the Elimination rules is given below.
Definition 61. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLEwf, and m the maximum number in labels and gotos of X . Let
n = m+ 2. The transformation Apply_Elimination_rules from PGLEwf to PGLM is defined by
Apply_Elimination_rules(X) =
m+ 1{;
o_braces(before, 0);ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk); c_braces(after, k+ 1);
m+ 1}
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where the auxiliary functions ψi(ui) are defined by
ψi(£l) = c_braces(before, i);
break l; l};
c_braces(after, i); o_braces(after, i)
if fw(£l),
ψi(£l) = c_braces(before, i); o_braces(before, i);
l+ n{; l{;
o_braces(after, i)
if bw(£l),
ψi(##£l)= break l,
ψi(!) = breakm+ 1,
ψi(u) = u otherwise.
The auxiliary function o_braces(x, i)with pos(£l, X) = i and x ∈ {before, after} determines a sequence of opening braces
inserted immediately before or immediately after position i. Here pos(£l, X) determines the position of £l in X . If there
is no such position, pos(£l, X) = 0. The opening braces given by o_braces(x, i) correspond to the closing braces that are
replacements of the labels whose greatest lower bounds are i. Formally:
o_braces(x, i) = i1{; . . . ; il{
where £i1, . . . , £il are labels of all forward goto instructions in X satisfying the condition that greatest_lower_bound(##£ij)
= i for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l and pos(£ij+1, X) < pos(£ij, X) for all 1 ≤ j < l. If x = before and £l is a label of backward
gotos, then pos(£ij, X) ≤ least_upper_bound(£l) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l. If x = after and £l is a label of backward gotos, then
pos(£ij, X) > least_upper_bound(£l) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
Similarly, the auxiliary function c_braces(x, i) with pos(£l, X) = i and x ∈ {before, after} determines a sequence of
closing braces inserted immediately before or immediately after position i. These closing braces correspond to the opening
braces that are replacements of the labels whose least upper bounds are i. Formally:
c_braces(x, i) = break i1 + n; i1}; i1 + n}; . . . ;
break il + n; il}; il + n}
where £i1, . . . , £il are the labels of all backward goto instructions inX satisfying the condition that least_upper_bound(##£ij)
= i for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l and pos(£ij+1, X) < pos(£ij, X) for all 1 ≤ j < l. If x = before and £l is a label of forward go-
tos then pos(£ij, X) < greatest_lower_bound(£l) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l. If x = after and £l is a label of forward gotos then
pos(£ij, X) ≥ greatest_lower_bound(£l) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
Lemma 62. Let X be a program in PGLEwf. Then the program
Apply_Elimination_rules(X) is well-formed.
Theorem 63. The transformation Apply_Elimination_rules from PGLEwf to PGLM is correct.
The proofs of Lemma 62 and Theorem 63 are given in the Supplementary data.
We note that the transformation Apply_Elimination_rules indeed preserves structural equivalence as defined in [43],
since it does not rearrange any other instructions in the program except for the labels and gotos.
Example 64. Let X be the PGLEwf program defined in Example 58. We can transform X to a program in PGLM as follows.
X= Apply_Elimination_rules(X)=
8{;
£1; 10{; 1{;
7{;
+a;##£7;+c;##£1; +a; break 7 ;+c; break 1;
break 7;
£7; 7};
£2; 11{; 2{;
4{;
+b;##£4;+c;##£1;##£2; +b; break 4; +c; break 1; break 2;
break 4;
£4; 4};
+d;##£2;! +d; break 2; break 8;
break 11;
2}; 11};
break 10;
1}; 10};
8}
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5.8. The inverse of the transformation Gte_without_variables
We have shown the correctness and equivalence of the transformations Reorder, Get_rid_of_h2h_crossings,
Add_extra_labels and Apply_Elimination_rules. Hence, labels and gotos can be eliminated in the setting of
PGA by introducing loops and multi-level exits under behavioral equivalence. The inverse of the transformation
Gte_without_variables can be given as follows.
Definition 65. Let X = u1; . . . ; uk be a program in PGLM. The transformation from PGLM to PGLE is defined by
Eliminate_loops_with_multi_level_exits = ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk)
where the auxiliary functions ψk(ui) are determined by the following rewrite rules
ψi(j{) = £i,
ψi(j}n) =##£n; £i,
ψi(break j n)=##£n,
ψi(u) = u otherwise.
This transformation together with the transformation Gte_without_variables indicates that the program notation PGLM
with loops and multi-level exits is as expressive as the program notation PGLE with labels and gotos.
6. Restructuring Cobol programs
Removing all goto statements in a program is not always a good solution in the maintenance of legacy systems such as
those written in Cobol. As can be seen in the previous sections, such programs after eliminating all gotos are often very
different from the original ones. This makes it difficult for a maintenance programmer to recognize and modify programs
[21]. To circumvent this issue, in [48], Veerman presents a collection of transformation rules using the ASF+SDF Meta-
Environment [29] to revitalize Cobol programs while preserving the tracks of the original ones. These transformation
rules remove certain goto statements in order to extract business logic, and have been applied to several large industrial
Cobol systems. However, no formal correctness proofs of them have been provided due to a lack of time and the various
semantics defined for Cobol, as discussed in [33,34]. In this section, we show that PGA provides a mathematical framework
for reasoning about formal correctness proofs for these transformation rules. In order to do this, we first introduce a program
notation, namely CoPA (Cobol in program algebra) that interprets the programming language Cobol in PGA. We then define
a restriction on CoPA in order to avoid unexpected behavior as studied in [50] (see Section 6.2.1). Finally, we formulate
some transformation rules of [44,48] in CoPA and prove their correctness. We also hint at an automatable method to prove
correctness for most of the transformation rules in [44,48]. We note that the transformation rules presented in this paper
are obtained directly from the author of [48].
6.1. The program notation CoPA
In this section, we will introduce the program notation CoPA in the setting of PGA that is used to interpret the
programming language Cobol.
First of all, we will explain a few basic concepts of Cobol. A Cobol program consists of four divisions: IDENTIFICATION
DIVISION, ENVIRONMENTDIVISION, DATADIVISION, and PROCEDUREDIVISION. The last division for the programming logic
is ordered like text in a natural language. We will concentrate only on this division, since we work on program behaviors
which can be determined from the text of the programs. It consists of sections; a section is divided into paragraphs; a
paragraph consists of sentences; and a sentence consists of statements. Sections and paragraphs usually start with a label,
which can be used for reference from elsewhere in the program. Unlike other simple program notations in PGA, a program
in Cobol may contain procedure calls using out-of-line PERFORM statements. There are two types of out-of-line PERFORM
statements in Cobol:
• The first type of PERFORM statements is of the form PERFORM £l. When the instruction PERFORM £l is performed, the control
flow jumps to the label £l and executes the paragraph belonging to this label. As soon as the control flow reaches the last
statement of the paragraph, it is passed back to the statement following the PERFORM statement.
• The second type PERFORM statements is of the form PERFORM £i THRU £j, assuming that the label £i precedes the label £j
in the program. When this statement is performed, the control flow jumps to label £i and executes the subsequence
following £i. As soon as the control flow reaches the end of the paragraph belonging to label £j, the control flow is passed
back to the statement following the PERFORM THRU statement.
Our purpose is to show the correctness of some transformation rules in [48]. Thus, for simplicity, we will construct CoPA
with a least collection of primitive statements, a subset of the language, but rich enough for important applications.
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6.1.1. The structure of a program in CoPA
A program in CoPA consists of paragraphs, and a paragraph consists of statements. We do not provide sections and
sentences in CoPA, since they can be constructed as sequences of paragraphs or statements. In particular, a program in
CoPA must have the following form:
£l1; u1; . . . ; £lk; uk
where ui (1 ≤ i ≤ k) are paragraphs containing no labels, and the numbers li contained in the labels are all distinct.
6.1.2. Primitive statements of the program notation CoPA
The program notation CoPA is constructed from the following primitive statements:
Basic instruction Basic instructions represent basic statements such as DISPLAY statements which are executed
sequentially in Cobol.
Termination instruction The termination instruction ! represents the STOP RUN statement in Cobol.
Label instruction Labels given as in PGLE represent labels in Cobol. In CoPA, a label is always placed immediately before a
paragraph.
Goto instruction Gotos given as in PGLE represent gotos in Cobol. As in PGLE, for each goto in a CoPA program there must
be an associated label.
Conditional statement Conditional statements given as in PGLS represent conditional statements in Cobol.
While-loop While-loops given as in PGLS represent inline PERFORM statements in Cobol. For instance, a phrase of inline
PERFORM statements
PERFORM TEST BEFORE UNTIL condition
statement
END PERFORM
in Cobol can be written in CoPA as−condition{∗; statement; ∗}.
PERFORM statement The statement PERFORM £li THRU £lj with i ≤ j represent out-of-line PERFORM statements in Cobol. The
statement PERFORM £l in Cobol is represented as PERFORM £l THRU £l in CoPA.
Unit Finally, we allow the use of the unit instruction operator u(−) (see [42] for details) which takes a part of a program
and wraps it into a unit of length one, in order to represent paragraphs of Cobol. These units are also used to keep
track of instructions of a conditional statement or a while-loop. We impose the following restriction on CoPA:
Every conditional statement and while-loop of a CoPA program is wrapped in a unit. For instance, consider the
typical Cobol program below:
L1.
IF A>B
DISPLAY ’1’
ELSE
DISPLAY ’2’
END IF.
L2.
PERFORM TEST BEFORE UNTIL NOT (A>B)
DISPLAY ’3’
END PERFORM.
The program above can be written in CoPA as
£1;u(+(A>B){; DISPLAY ’1’;}{; DISPLAY ’2’;});
£2;u(+(A>B){∗; DISPLAY ’3’; ∗}).
We note that, although we have defined boolean variables as boolean registers in Section 3.4, we do not consider these
concepts in CoPA, since we intend to show that the transformation rules of [44,48] preserve behavioral equivalence, which
is stronger than behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables. The condition of a conditional statement or an
in-line PERFORM statement can be a boolean expression such as (condition1 AND condition2) or (condition1 OR condition2).
For simplicity, we will not consider such expressions in this paper.
6.2. The behavior of a program CoPA
In this section, we impose a restriction on CoPA that avoids the unexpected behaviors explained in [50], and project
programs in CoPA to PGLSu (PGLS with units, labels and gotos), a sub-language of CoPA without PERFORM statements, in
order to determine behaviors of programs in CoPA.
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6.2.1. Cobol mines
To define programbehaviors in CoPA, one needs a precise semantics of PERFORM statements. However, out-of-line PERFORM
statements in Cobol can be programmed in ways that lead to unexpected behaviors. We consider the following Cobol
programs taken from [50].
P1::=L1.
DISPLAY ’1’
PERFORM L2 THRU L3
STOP RUN.
L2.
DISPLAY ’2’
PERFORM L3 THRU L4.
L3.
DISPLAY ’3’.
L4.
DISPLAY ’4’.
Program P1 has a nested overlapping PERFORM statement. In the paragraph following L1, a perform statement performs
L2 through L3. Then in the paragraph following L2, a second perform statement references L3 through L4, thereby passing
control through the exit of the first perform statement.
P2::=L1.
DISPLAY ’1’
a=1
PERFORM L3
DISPLAY ’END’
STOP RUN.
L2.
DISPLAY ’2’.
L3.
DISPLAY ’3’
IF a=1 THEN
a=0
GO L2
END IF.
Program P2 has an external goto that jumps out of a performed paragraph. The first time the paragraph following L3 is
entered, variable a has value 1 and thus a goto statement jumps to L2 before the end is reached. After L2, the control flow
can fall through to L3. The second time this paragraph is entered, a has value 0 and thus the end of paragraph is reached.
When the perform statement in L1 terminates, the program displays ’END’.
P3::=L1.
a=1
PERFORM L2
STOP RUN.
L2.
DISPLAY a
IF a<3 THEN
a=a+1
PERFORM L2
END IF.
DISPLAY ’END’.
Program P3 has a recursive PERFORM statement. In L1, a is initialized with value 1 and L2 is performed. In L2, the value of
a is displayed. Then, if the value of a is less than 3, it is increased by one, and the recursive perform of L2 is made. If a ≥ 3,
the program prints ’END’.
It is shown in [50] that, with a number of different compilers on different platforms, the outputs of the three programs
above are different. This means that the semantics of the PERFORM statement differs among Cobol dialects. A code containing
structures as in programs P1, P2 and P3 is regarded as a Cobol mine [50]. The behaviors of programs containing Cobol mines
are often unexpected. We will use the following definition to define Cobol mines in CoPA in a formal way.
Definition 66. For a statement PERFORM £li THRU £lj in a paragraph uk of a CoPA program, we say that the labels £ln for all
i ≤ n ≤ j are performed and are contained in this statement. In particular, £li is the first performed label while £lj is the last
performed label. Furthermore, for all i ≤ n ≤ j paragraphs un (following labels £ln) are performed, and label £lk (preceding
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paragraph uk) is a predecessor of all labels £ln. A label £lj is a descendant of a label £li in the program if there is a sequence
i0, . . . , in with n ≥ 0 such that i0 = i, in = j, and £lik is a predecessor of £lik+1 for all 0 ≤ k < n.
Definition 67. (1) A PERFORM statement is recursive if it contains a performed label that is a descendant of itself.
(2) A PERFORM £li THRU £lj statement is nested overlapping if it contains a performed label £ln such that £lj is a descendant
of £ln.
(3) A goto ##£ln in a performed paragraph uk whose label contained in the statement PERFORM £li THRU £lj is external if
n /∈ [i..j].
Hence, to avoid unexpected behavior, we propose a restriction on programs in CoPA: Programs in CoPA may not contain
recursive PERFORM statements, nested overlapping PERFORM statements, or external gotos in their performed paragraphs. We
note that one might consider another approach to Cobol mines which is to develop separate semantic definitions for every
Cobol compiler that is in use. Subsequently, to convert a legacy program, one analyzes it using the semantics of the particular
Cobol compiler on which that legacy program actually runs. This is a long and complex task, but it might be possible by
collaboration of legacy program users whose interest is to phase out the legacy code.
The proposed restriction on PERFORM statements avoids unexpected program behaviors in CoPA. However, it is still
difficult to determine the behavior of a CoPA program because of the complex semantics of procedure calls. To circumvent
this problem, we project CoPA to the program notation PGLSu (PGLS with units, labels and gotos), a sub-language of CoPA
by leaving out PERFORM statements. The behavior of a CoPA program is considered as the behavior of its transformation in
PGLSu which can be easily determined by the behavior extraction equations given in Definition 75.
We note that, in [6], another extension of PGAwith procedure calls was given. However, we do not consider this program
notation since it is defined based onmolecular programming primitiveswhich might complicate our programming language.
Furthermore, the program behaviors in this extension are not determined straightforwardly.
In order to remove PERFORM statements in CoPA, we locate instructions of a program by a sequence of natural numbers
that keeps track of the relative position in a unit and that of all encompassing units (see [42]). The empty sequence is written
as , and ‘‘,’’ is used as a separator between the natural numbers occurring in a sequence. We explain this location with the
following example.
Example 68. Let X be a program in CoPA, and let [X]σ denote the instruction at position σ of X , as follows:
X = £1;u(a;u(+b{; PERFORM £2; }{; d; })); £2;u(g).
We locate all instructions of X as follows:
[X]1 =u(a;u(+b{; PERFORM £2; }{; d; })),
[X]1,1 = a,
[X]1,2 =u(+b{; PERFORM £2; }{; d; }),
[X]1,2,1=+b{,
[X]1,2,2= PERFORM £2,
[X]1,2,3=}{,
[X]1,2,4= d,
[X]1,2,5=},
[X]2 =u(g),
[X]2,1 = g.
In this location notation, labels are locationless. We assume that for each instruction [X]σ at position σ of a program X in
CoPA or PGLSu there is an (explicit or hidden) label instruction £Xσ placed before [X]σ in the program. Furthermore, this
label Xσ can be represented by a sequence of natural numbers.
Definition 69. Given two positions σ and δ of a program X in CoPA, we say that σ is a predecessor of δ if δ = σ , i for some
i ∈ N, or [X]σ = PERFORM £li THRU £lj and δ = n with i ≤ n ≤ j. Furthermore, δ is a descendant of σ if there is a sequence
σ0, . . . , σn such that σ = σ0, σn = δ, and σi is a predecessor of σi+1 for all 0 ≤ i < n.
Example 70. Position (2, 1) of program X in Example 68 is a descendant of position (1, 2, 2). Hence, it is a descendant of
the first position of X .
The restriction on CoPA (that it does not allow recursive PERFORM statements) ensures that a position is not a descendant of
itself.
6.2.2. The projection from CoPA to PGLSu
Let X be a program in CoPA. Wlog we assume that Xi = i for every label preceding a paragraph at position i of
X . The projection Perform_removal(X) from CoPA to PGLSu replaces a statement PERFORM £i THRU £i at position σ of the
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Fig. 15. Example of PERFORM removal.
current program by the code fragment £σ ; vi, where the unit vi is the same as [X]i except that the goto ##£i in [X]i is
replaced by the goto ##£σ in vi. Similarly, the projection Perform_removal(X) from CoPA to PGLSu replaces a statement
PERFORM £i THRU £j with i < j at position σ of the current program by the code fragment u(£σ , 1; vi; . . . ; £σ , j − i + 1; vj),
where the units vl (i ≤ l ≤ j) are the same as [X]l except that the goto ##£n in [X]l for all i ≤ n ≤ j is replaced by
the goto ##£σ , n − i + 1 in vl. These replacements ensure that the control flow does not jump out of the procedure
call. In order to keep track of the labels £σ and £σ , n − i + 1 with i ≤ n ≤ j, we use a sequence χ with χ =
χ1; . . . ;χk, where k is the number of labels in X . Initially, χ = 1; . . . ; k. Whenever a statement PERFORM £i THRU £i at
position σ is considered, the value of χi is updated to σ . Similarly, whenever a statement PERFORM £i THRU £j with i < j
at position σ is considered, the values of χn for i ≤ n ≤ j are updated to σ , n − i + 1. This update is formally defined
by:
update(i, i, σ , χ) = χ1; . . . ;χi−1; σ ;χj+1; . . . ;χk
update(i, j, σ , χ) = χ1; . . . ;χi−1; (σ , 1); . . . ; (σ , j− i+ 1);χj+1; . . . ;χk.
The projection Perform_removal described above is given formally as follows.
Definition 71. Let X be a program in CoPA. Wlog we assume that for every instruction at position σ of the current program
there is a hidden label £σ placed before it, and initially X = u1; . . . ; uk. The transformation Perform_removal from CoPA to
PGLSu is defined by
Perform_removal(X) = ψ1;...;k1 (u1); . . . ;ψ1;...;kk (uk)
where
ψχσ (PERFORM £i THRU £i) = ψupdate(i,i,σ ,χ)σ (ui),
ψχσ (PERFORM £i THRU £j) = u(ψupdate(i,j,σ ,χ)σ ,1 (ui); . . . ;ψupdate(i,j,σ ,χ)σ ,j−i+1 (uj)),
ψχσ (u(s1; . . . ; sn)) = u(ψχσ,1(s1); . . . ;ψχσ,n(sn)),
ψχσ (##£i) = ##£χi,
ψχσ (u) = u otherwise
with i, j, l,m, n ∈ N.
Example 72. Consider the program X containing a PERFORM statement in the left-hand side of Fig. 15. The program Y in
the right-hand side is obtained by removing PERFORM statements from X . We note that in these two programs the labels of
paragraphs and the labels of units replacing PERFORM statements are displayed explicitly.
Program X is formulated in CoPA as
X = £1;u(PERFORM £3 THRU £3);
£2;u(a);
£3;u(u(+b{;##£3; }{; c; })).
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The PERFORM removal from X to Y is determined by
Perform_removal(X)
= £1;ψ1;2;31 (u(PERFORM £3 THRU £3));
£2;ψ1;2;32 (u(a));
£3;ψ1;2;33 (u(u(+b{;##£3; }{; c; })))
= £1;u(ψ1;2;31,1 (PERFORM £3 THRU £3));
£2;u(a);
£3;u(u(+b{;##£3; }{; c; }))
= £1;u(£1, 1;ψ1;2;(1,1)1,1 (u(u(+b{;##£3; }{; c; }))));
£2;u(a);
£3;u(u(+b{;##£3; }{; c; }))
= £1;u(£1, 1;u(+b{;##£1, 1; }{; c; }));
£2;u(a);
£3;u(u(+b{;##£3; }{; c; })).
Since programs in CoPA do not contain recursive PERFORM statements, the transformation Perform_removal terminates. This
is equivalent to the following lemma.
Lemma 73. The transformation Perform_removal from CoPA into PGLSu is well-defined.
The previous lemma suggests the definition of program behavior in CoPA as follows.
Definition 74. The behavior |X | of a program X in CoPA is given by
|X | = |Perform_removal(X)|.
6.2.3. Behavior extraction equations for PGLSu
The behavior of a PGLSu program is determined by the behavior extraction equations for PGLSu given below. We note
that, for a position σ of a PGLSu program X , the computation σ ⊕ 1 denotes the position of the next instruction of [X]σ in
the program.
Definition 75. Let X be a program in PGLSu. The behavior |X | of X is defined by |X | = |1, X |, where
|σ , X | =

S if [X]σ =! or σ is not a position of X,
a ◦ |σ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ = a,
|δ, X | if [X]σ = ##£Xδ,
|(σ , 1), X | if [X]σ = u(U),
|σ ⊕ 1, X |  a  |δ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ = +a{δ,
|δ ⊕ 1, X |  a  |σ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ = −a{δ,
|δ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ =}δ{,
|σ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ =},
|σ ⊕ 1, X |  a  |δ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ = +a{∗δ,
|δ ⊕ 1, X |  a  |σ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ = −a{∗δ,
|σ ⊕ 1, X | if [X]σ = {∗,
|δ, X | if [X]σ = ∗}δ.
Inactive behavior Dwill occur if the computation produces no result.
Example 76. The behavior of program X in Example 72 is determined by
|X | = |Perform_removal(X)| = P where
P = P  b  Q ,
Q = c ◦ R,
R = a ◦ T ,
T = T  b  U,
U = c ◦ S.
6.3. Correctness of transformation rules for goto removal
The transformation rules of [48] are written in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [29,19]. Intuitively, most of them
preserve structural equivalence. Despite the understandable intuition of these transformation rules, it is quite difficult to
prove their correctness because of the procedure calls via PERFORM statements. In this section, we formulate and prove the
correctness of some transformation rules in [48] in the setting of CoPA. These transformation rules remove certain types
of goto statements in order to revitalize programs while preserving their original shapes. The correctness of the remaining
rules can be shown in the same way.
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Fig. 16. Notation for a transformation rule in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment.
Fig. 17. The Goto_elimination rule in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment.
6.3.1. Transformation rules in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment
In this section, we give a brief introduction of transformation rules written in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment. Here
SDF stands for Syntax Definition Formalism and supports the definition of both lexical and context-free syntax (see [26]),
while ASF stands for Algebraic Specification Formalism and supports the definition of conditional rewrite rules (see [7]).
A transformation rule (or a rewrite rule) in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment as illustrated in Fig. 16, consists of a left-
hand side pattern and a right-hand side pattern with abstract and concrete syntax, and may have a condition. Whenever a
transformation rule is applied on a source code, a parser generated by SDF will transform all the codes matching the left-
hand side pattern to the codes matching the the right-hand side pattern from left to right, provided that their conditions are
successfully evaluated.
6.3.2. The Goto_elimination rule
The Goto_elimination rule removes implicit goto statements standing immediately before their associated labels (see
Fig. 17). We note that since CoPA programs do not contain Cobol mines, label L1 of the left-hand side pattern is not the last
performed label; otherwise, GO L2 would be an external goto. We formulate the transformation rule Goto_elimination in
the extension of CoPA with PGLSu, so that it can be applied on PGLSu programs as well.
Definition 77. Let X be a program in CoPA∪ PGLSu. Wlog we assume that, for every instruction at position σ of the current
program, there is a hidden label £σ placed before it, and initially X = u1; . . . ; uk. The Goto_elimination rule is defined by
Goto_elimination(X) = ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk)
where
ψδ,i(u(s;##£δ, i+ 1))=u(ψδ,i,1(s)),
ψσ (u(v1; . . . ; vn)) =u(ψσ ,1(v1); . . . ;ψσ ,n(vn)),
ψσ (u) = u otherwise.
Lemma 78. The transformation rule Goto_elimination is well-defined.
Proof. Since the number of gotos decreases by one after each step, the transformation rule Goto_elimination terminates
successfully. 
Lemma 79. The transformation rule Goto_elimination on PGLSu is correct.
Proof. See the Supplementary data. 
Lemma 80. Let X be a CoPA program defined as in Definitions 71 and 77. Then
Perform_removal(Goto_elimination(X)) = Goto_elimination(Perform_removal(X)).
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Proof. Let Y = Goto_elimination(X) and Z = Perform_removal(X). We show that Perform_removal(Y ) =
Goto_elimination(Z). By Definitions 71 and 77, let
Y =ψ1([X]1); . . . ;ψk([X]k),
Z =ψ1;...;k1 ([X]1); . . . ;ψ1;...;kk ([X]k),
Perform_removal(Y )=φ1;...;k1 (ψ1([X]1)); . . . ;φ1;...;kk (ψk([X]k)),
Goto_elimination(Z)=φ1(ψ1;...;k1 ([X]1)); . . . ;φk(ψ1;...;k1 ([X]k))
where φσ and φχσ are defined as ψσ and ψ
χ
σ in Definitions 77 and 71 for programs Y and Z , respectively. For a position γ of
X and a position σ of Y and Z , we prove by induction on the descendants of σ that
φσ (ψ
χ
σ ([X]γ )) = φχσ (ψγ ([X]γ ))
where γ , σ and χ satisfy the following condition: If γ = i, γ ′ then σ = σ ′, i′, γ ′ and χi = σ ′, i′ for some sequences
γ ′, σ ′ and natural numbers i, i′. Furthermore, if [X]γ = ##£i ± n then χi±n = σ ′, i′ ± n, γ ′ for some natural number n.
The purpose of this condition is to avoid external gotos in a program. We assume for all descendants σ ′ of σ , positions γ ′
of X and sequences χ ′ satisfying the condition above that φσ ′(ψ
χ ′
σ ′ ([X]γ ′)) = φχ
′
σ ′ (ψγ ′([X]γ ′)). We consider the following
possibilities:
(1) [X]γ = uwith u ∈ Σ . Then φσ (ψχσ (u)) = φχσ (ψγ (u)) = u.
(2) [X]γ = ##£i. Then φσ (ψχσ (##£i)) = φχσ (ψγ (##£i)) = ##£χi.
(3) γ = i, [X]i = u(s;##£i+ 1) and σ = δ, i′. Then χi+1 = δ, i′ + 1. By Definitions 71, 77 and the induction hypothesis,
ψδ,i′(ψ
χ
δ,i′(u(s;##£i+ 1)))=ψδ,i′(u(ψχδ,i′,1(s);##£δ, i′ + 1))=u(ψδ,i′,1(ψχδ,i′,1(s)))=u(φχ
δ,i′,1(ψi,1(s)))=φχδ,i(ψi(u(s;##£i+ 1)))
(4) [X]γ = u(v1; . . . ; vn). Then
φσ (ψ
χ
σ (u(v1; . . . ; vn)))=u(ψσ ,1(ψχσ,1(v1)); . . . ;ψσ ,n(ψχσ,n(vn)))=u(φχσ,1(φγ ,1(v1)); . . . ;φχσ,n(φγ ,n(vn)))=φχσ (ψγ (u(v1; . . . ; vn)))
(5) [X]γ = PERFORM £i THRU £i. It follows from Definitions 71, 77 and the induction hypothesis that
φσ (ψ
χ
σ ([X]γ ))=φσ (ψupdate(i,i,σ ,χ)σ ([X]i))=φupdate(i,i,σ ,χ)σ (ψi([X]i))=φupdate(i,i,σ ,χ)σ ([X]i)=φχσ (PERFORM £i THRU £i) = φχσ (ψγ ([X]γ ))
(6) [X]γ = PERFORM £i THRU £j. Similar to the previous case, we also have
φσ (ψ
χ
σ ([X]γ ))=φχσ (ψγ ([X]γ ))
Hence, φi(ψ
1;...;k
i ([X]i)) = φ1;...;ki (ψi([X]i)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This implies that Goto_elimination(Z) =
Perform_removal(Y ). 
Theorem 81. The transformation rule Goto_elimination is correct.
Proof. Let X be a CoPA defined as in Definition 77. It follows from Definition 74, Lemmas 79 and 80 that
|Goto_elimination(X)| = |Perform_removal(Goto_elimination(X)| (by Definition 74)
= |Goto_elimination(Perform_removal(X))| (by Lemma 80)
= |Perform_removal(X)|( by Lemma 79)
= |X | (by Definition 74). 
We note that the transformation rule Goto_elimination indeed preserves structural equivalence (see Section 1.1), since it
does not rearrange any other instructions of a program.
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Fig. 18. The Loop_reformulation rule in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment.
6.3.3. The Loop_reformulation rule
The Loop_reformulation rule eliminates local gotos while preserving behavioral equivalence (see Fig. 18).
Like the Goto_elimination rule, we define the Loop_reformulation rule in the extension of CoPA with PGLSu, so that it
can be applied on programs in PGLSu as well.
Definition 82. Let X be a program in CoPA∪ PGLSu. Wlog we assume that for every instruction at position σ of the current
program there is a label £σ placed hiddenly before it, and initially X = u1; . . . ; uk. The Loop_reformulation rule is defined
by
Loop_reformulation(X) = ψ1(u1); . . . ;ψk(uk)
where
ψσ (u(u(±a{; s1;##£σ ; }{; s2; }; ); s3)) = u(u(±a{∗;ψα(s1); ∗}; );ψβ(s2);ψγ (s3)),
ψσ (u(v1; . . . ; vn)) = u(ψσ ,1(v1); . . . ;ψσ ,n(vn)),
ψσ (u) = u otherwise
with α = σ , 1, 2; β = σ , 1, 5; and γ = σ , 2 the positions of the units s1, s2 and s3 in X .
Lemma 83. The transformation rule Loop_reformulation is well-defined.
Lemma 84. The transformation rule Loop_reformulation on PGLSu is correct.
Lemma 85. Let X be a CoPA program defined as in Definitions 71 and 82. Then
Perform_removal(Loop_reformulation(X)) = Loop_reformulation(Perform_removal(X)).
Theorem 86. The transformation rule Loop_reformulation is correct.
The proofs of Lemmas 83, 84, 85 and Theorem 86 are similar to the proofs of Lemmas 78, 79, 80 and Theorem 81.
6.3.4. The System_specific rule
The System_specific rule transforms repeatedly, from left to right, any code fragment of a program having the form
of the left-hand side pattern in Fig. 19 to the code fragment of the form of the right-hand side pattern. In this figure, the
goto statement GO L2 is eliminated, since it becomes an implicit goto after exchanging labels L2 and L3 together with their
paragraphs. The condition imposed on this transformation rule is that labels L4 and L5 are different from labels L2 and L3,
respectively. Furthermore, in order to avoid Cobol mines after the transformation, label L2 is not the first label of a PERFORM
statement and label L3 is not the last label of a PERFORM statement in the original program. We note that since programs in
CoPA do not contain Cobol mines, label L3 is not the first label of a PERFORM statement.
Let First_performed_labels and Last_performed_labels be the sets of first performed labels and last performed labels,
respectively. We use an auxiliary transformation called Sys_spec_gte to define the System_specific rule in CoPA.
Definition 87. Let X be a program in CoPA.Wlogwe assume that, X = £1; u1; . . . ; £k; uk. The transformation Sys_spec_gte
is defined as follows. Let i be the first position of X such that the code fragment X i+2i is of the same form as the left-hand
side pattern in Fig. 19, where X ji = £i; ui; . . . ; £j; uj (i ≤ j). If there is no such position i, then
Sys_spec_gte(X) = X
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Fig. 19. The System_specific rule in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment.
Otherwise, let
X i+2i = £i;u(s1;##£m);
£i+ 1;u(s2;##£n);
£i+ 2;u(s3;##£i+ 1)
with i+ 1 /∈ First_performed_labels,
i+ 2 /∈ Last_performed_labels,m 6= i+ 1 and n 6= i+ 2. Then
Sys_spec_gte(X) = X i−11 ;
£i;u(s1;##£m);
£i+ 2;u(s3);
£i+ 1;u(s2;##£n);
Xki+3.
Definition 88. The System_specific rule is obtained by applying the transformation Sys_spec_gte repeatedly, from left to
right.
Since the number of gotos decreases by one after applying the transformation Sys_spec_gte, the system-specific rule
terminates, i.e.:
Lemma 89. The System_specific rule is well-defined.
We note that, unlike the Goto_elimination rule and the Loop_reformulation rule, the Perform_removal and the
System_specific rule do not commute with each other, as can be seen in the following example.
Example 90. Consider the program below:
L0.
PERFORM L1 THRU L2.
L1.
GO L1.
L2.
GO L1.
L3.
a
GO L2.
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Fig. 20. Example of applying the Perform_removal and the System_specific rule.
Then the left-hand side program of Fig. 20 is obtained from this program by first applying the System_specific rule and
then removing PERFORM statements, while the right-hand side the program is obtained conversely. It is obvious that these
two programs are not the same.
Lemma 91. The transformation Sys_spec_gte is correct.
Proof. See the Supplementary data. 
Theorem 92. The System_specific rule is correct.
Proof. This follows from Definition 88 and Lemma 91. 
We note that the System_specific rule indeed preserves flow-graph equivalence (see Section 1.1), since the target program
and its original have the same flowchart.
6.4. An automatable method for proving correctness of transformation rules
In the previous section,wehave proved, by hand, the correctness of some transformation rules in [48] for goto elimination
in the setting of PGA. This shows that PGA provides a mathematical framework for reasoning about correctness and
equivalence of transformation rules for restructuring Cobol programs. Although one can learn PGA quickly, it still requires
time, effort and theoretical skills to prove correctness of all of these rules. In this last section, wewill suggest an automatable
method [52,36] for formally proving correctness of these transformation rules.
We observe that the correctness of transformation rules in [48] is straightforward if the programs do not contain PERFORM
statements. Hence, for a given transformation rule Transf_rule of [48], if we can prove that for every program X in CoPA
the following equation holds:
Perform_removal(Transf_rule(X)) = Transf_rule(Perform_removal(X)) (1)
then the correctness proof of this transformation rule follows. This is because the program, after the transformation, behaves
the same as the original one, i.e.:
|Transf_rule(X)| = |Perform_removal(Transf_rule(X))| (by definition)
= |Transf_rule(Perform_removal(X))| (by (1))
= |Perform_removal(X)|( (straightforward))
= |X | (by definition).
Intuitively, Eq. (1) holds for most transformation rules in [48], for instance the Goto_elimination rule and the
Loop_reformulation rule. Its proof is not straightforward and requires induction, as seen in the proof of Lemma80. However,
it can be obtained automatically by using existing theorem provers such as PVS (a Prototype Verification System) [40]. This
method guarantees that these transformation rules are correct. Furthermore, it can save time and effort in providing formal
correctness proofs for all the transformation rules in [48]. We note that, for certain transformation rules of [48] that do not
satisfy (1), such as the System_specific rule, their correctness can be proved by hand.
7. Conclusion
We have studied the correctness and equivalence of various standard algorithms and transformation rules for goto
removal in the setting of PGA.
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First of all, to eliminate gotos using additional variables, we have shown that the algorithm of Cooper [22] for proving
Harel’s folk theorem is correct under behavioral equivalence with respect to additional variables. This equivalence is finer
than input–output equivalence used in the literature [25,18] when dealing with goto removal using additional boolean
variables. We note that one can achieve a similar result for the approach of Böhm and Jacopini [18].
To eliminate gotos without the use of additional variables, we have proposed a technique that removes head-to-head
crossings in the programs. Subsequently, using the results of Peterson et al. and Ramshaw, we have proven that gotos can
be eliminated without using additional variables by introducing loops with multi-level exits under behavioral equivalence.
By assuming that Cobol programs do not produce unexpected behaviors as studied in [50], we have proved the
correctness and equivalence of some transformation rules for restructuring Cobol programs given in [48].We also suggested
an automatable method for formally proving correctness of these transformation rules.
Our work shows that gotos can be eliminated in the setting of PGA by the use of additional variables under behavioral
equivalence with respect to these variables, or by introducing loops andmulti-level exits under behavioral equivalence. The
disadvantage of both the approaches is the use of replicated code, which increases total code size.
We hereby show that PGA creates a systematic mathematical framework for reasoning about and classifying correctness
and equivalence of standard algorithms and transformation rules for goto removal and the restructuring of programs. In
other words, the mechanism of PGA can explain goto elimination with mathematical rigor to a larger public.
Appendix. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.scico.2008.07.002.
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